Unscramble the words and place them in the following sentence.

We make the sign of the Cross in the name of the ---- and of the --- and of the ---- at the -------- of Mass.

Fill in the missing words

Saying Sorry

I confess to almighty --- and to you, my brothers and --------, that I have greatly ------ in my thoughts and in my ------, in what I have done and in what I have ------ to do, through my fault, through my ------, through my most grievous fault; therefore I ask blessed ---- ever-Virgin, all the Angels and ------, and you, my brothers and sisters, to --- -for me to the ---- our God. Amen
Word Search

Glory to God

O W W V S P I L Y H V J P X T
Y L E V A E H G G L G O D F M
G J Z Z P G F I A B B U V Q J
B P Z X Y K H M O H L I B I W
R H M M Q I B V T Q T V R I K
Y E F A P N X A I W I X I B S
D S H V G G H E R V K V Y N Q
I X N T O U B K I A Q A F J H
J S U I A K C K P S L U M V A
T E O F S F I D S M P E A C E
S X S N Q C Z Y I Z V T S E J
O U R U F W R G W E X I D P B
M X L P S O H Y L O H L Y H U
A Y F N L T O G N Z I S C N C
O Q F G Y K O X S E R N H J O

ALMIGHTY  FATHER  GLORY
GOD       HEAVELY  HIGH
HOLY      JESUS    KING
LAMB      MOST     PEACE
SINS      SON      SPIRIT